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Double space, 1” margins
12 point, Times New Roman font
Footnotes in 10 pt. TNR, single-spaced
References are to appear in the footnotes, with full bibliographic information at first citation of a given work,
last name and shortened title at subsequent citations. For frequently cited works, references can be given
parenthetically in the main text. Do not use the author-date format with reference list. Consult Chicago
Manual of Style, 16th ed., chap. 14 for proper form of citations. Some examples:
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Abstract no longer than 150 words
Acknowledgments no longer than 50 words
IDs no longer than 25 words
Max. Three levels of text: heading, subheading, and (if necessary) sub-subheading
Book reviews must have page numbers in-text following all quotations
Quotations of five or more lines should be in block form, i.e., indented and set off from surrounding text. Do
not format manually line by line (i.e., using a hard return at the end of each line and indent at beginning of
next). Quotations of less than five lines should be enclosed in quotation marks and run in to the surrounding text
Use American English spelling
Use italics, not boldface, for emphasis, and use it sparingly
Author info. in footer below main text, above acknowledgments, in this form: Author, position, dept.,
institution, physical address, email.
No footnotes in reviews; citations to works other than those under review should be kept to an absolute
minimum

